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5 )  C O M M U N I C A T E
You are not in it alone. Talk about your "ideal" birth, fears, and hopes! If your

birth team knows what you want, you'll feel supported, relaxed, and ready.

Remember, when you're calm, your body will know it's safe for baby to arrive. If

you're stressed and unprepared, your body will think it's in danger and hold

back. 

  

4 )  L A B O R  P O S I T I O N S
Using your body and gravity to get baby out can significantly decrease your

labor time. Utilize different labor positions, lots of them! Even if you're

choosing to have an epidural, you can still use positions. Practice them with

your birth team before the big day, role play your birth, it's more fun than you

think!

3 )  M I N D S E T
If it is explainable it is not pain, it is "sensation." Think about surrendering to

the sensation and staying focused during the surges. Things like mantras and

visualizations can help. Make sure your birth team is familiar with them and

utilizes them when you need to dig deep for motivation. 

2 )  S T A Y  M O B I L E
Keeping the low back, hips, and pelvis mobile throughout your entire pregnancy

has so many perks. Walking, swimming and yoga have been shown to help

women's bodies better accommodate to the physiological changes during

pregnancy and help them feel more prepared on labor day. When a mama is

full term (37wks+) we encourage them to walk roughly 2mi/day. 

1 )  P R E P A R E
You are about to embark on a HUGE physical feat. Meaning your pelvis and

surrounding structures have to be aligned and functioning. Chiropractic is an

extremely effective tool to physically prepare your body for delivery and

recovery. Weekly adjustments are highly recommended! 

P.S: You are POWERFUL and your body was made for this!


